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Sun Smoothie Bar as a company
Established in 1995, started by selling berries for grocery stores

2014 opened smoothie bars in Hietaniemi and Hakaniemi market halls

Selling juices for grocery stores

Opening web store in 2016

Product offering includes smoothies and juices 

→ Our focus is on juices which are:
● 100% from fresh fruits and vegetables
● no additives
● no preservatives
● no added sugar
● cold pressed 



Current social media presence

Origin: Finland
Main message: “Smart people drink real juice.” 
Position: Happiness, energetic, sporty
Target group: Undefined
Social media content: Product-focused Finnish 
content, bright colours, sunny pictures
Facebook followers: 
- Sun Smoothie Bar: 1465
- Sun Juice: 212

Instagram followers:
- Sun Smoothie Bar: 365
- Sun Juice: 10

Special: Lots of pictures published with employees



Problem

What is the core brand message of Sun Juices?

Who belong to main target group?

How to communicate the opening of new webstore?

How to communicate the benefits of Sun Juices?



Research



Background theory: Four pillars of IMC

Kliatchko (2008)



Our research 
Benchmark analysis on competitors

- 2 finnish brands and 4 international brands
- Comparison of social media channels, target groups and brand position

Empirical research

- 1,5h interview with the owner 
- Chatting with smoothie bar employees 
- Questionnaire for Sun Smoothie Bar’s Facebook fans and customers at Sun 

Smoothie Bars in Hietaniemi and Hakaniemi (n=53)

The objective was to find out a unique and viable positioning by analysing 
consumers and competitors (Aaker & Shansby 1982)



Competitor analysis 



Competitor analysis: Powau

Origin: Finland
Main message: First Helsinki based coldpressed juice 
company
Position:Trendy, urban, hipster and cool 
Target group: Trendsetters interested in healthy 
lifestyle
Social media content: English, visually beautiful 
pictures, engaging customers  through competitions, 
discount codes
Facebook followers: 3246
Instagram followers: 2386
Special: Products presented with people that present the 
style and usage situation of the drink.  



Competitor analysis: Jungle Juice Bar
Origin: Finland
Main message: Fresh, delicious, fun, healthy and 
sporty
Position: Smoothies are an important product (super 
smoothies, protein smoothies), juices not the main 
focus
Target group: Everybody (not niche), people who want 
to something healthy but delicious fast on the go
Social media content:
Jungle Juice bar uses Finnish popular celebrities in 
advertising.
They use bright colours, happy and funny pictures.
Facebook followers: 6541
Instagram followers: 2756
Special: Campaign that launches one celebrity 
endorsed drink at a time to collect money for 
charity.



Competitor analysis: The Cold Pressed Juicery 

Origin: Netherlands
Main message: Delicious superfood smoothies and nutritious 
food that help towards a happier mind, body, and soul, 
while leading the way for socially-conscious initiatives.
Position: Hippie, green values, sustainable, conscious-
consumption
Target group: Hippies interested to nourish their body and 
mind but also same time make world better place
Social media content: Posts about ecological footprint, 
recycling tips, yoga pictures 
Facebook followers: 3800
Instagram followers: 5300
Twitter followers: 57
Special: When opening web page display which asks to join 
juice society opens



Competitor analysis: Joe & The Juice

Origin: Denmark
Main message: Join the movement and share your moments 
with #joeandthejuice. 
Position: Young, energetic, positive, playful, funny, 
social
Target group: Young and active city girls
Social media content: High quality playful pictures, 
employees in main role, focusing on WOM 
Facebook followers: 50 000
Instagram followers: 52 000
Twitter followers: 5 400
Special: Strong community, employees chosen based on 
their outlook, sport clubs for their employees

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/joeandthejuice/


Competitor analysis: Prodjuice
Origin: Australia
Main message: “Prodjuice sprouted on Sydney's 
Northern Beaches in 2013. Our ethos is simple. 
We want to bring you a high quality product, 
good for your health & good for the 
environment.”
Position: Healthy & Sustainable, High quality, 
Design
Target group: Trendy urban people that care 
about their health and environment. Values 
healthy lifestyle, interior, food and family.
Social media content: They use light and natural 
colours, many family related pictures, design 
and visuality in an important role.
Facebook followers: 1 322
Instagram followers: 11 100



Competitor analysis: Pressed Juices

Origin: Australia
Main message: We stand for healthy, positive 
living.
Position: Trendy, urban, young, healthy & 
sporty
Target group: Young, health conscious and 
active people
Social media content: Active & healthy 
lifestyle related content, events and tips
Facebook followers: 14 647
Instagram followers: 105 000
Special: Own nutritionists



Positioning map

Sporty
Physical health

Serious
Cool

Playful
Energetic

Spiritual
Mental health



Empirical research



Results: Typical user

Person in his/her late twenties, who describes herself as an 
extrovert hedonist with a positive attitude. He/she is 

enjoying juice throughout the day with meal or as a snack.  



Results: Reasons to drink Sun Juice

Top reasons to drink Sun Juice among 
heavy users:

1. Juice tastes good
2. Juice doesn’t include additives
3. Juice has positive effect on 

health
4. Juice is a light alternative
5. Juice is cold-pressed

  

Top reasons to drink Sun Juice among 
all users:

1. Juice doesn’t include additives
2. Juice tastes good
3. Juice has positive effect on 

health
4. Juice is cold-pressed
5. Juice is easy to enjoy in a hurry

  → Top 3 is the same in both groups
→ Taste and the healthy aspects were highlighted



Results: Characteristics of customers and their lifestyles

Adjectives heavy users used to 
describe themselves:

1. Hedonist
2. Extrovert
3. Positive
4. Health conscious
5. Youthful

Adjectives all users used to describe 
themselves:

1. Hedonist
2. Positive
3. Extrovert
4. Health conscious
5. Youthful

→ No big differences between heavy users and normal users
→ Hedonist values highlighted
→ Sporty, family-oriented and trendy were not emphasized



Integrated marketing 
communications plan



Brand architecture

Now Sun Smoothie Bar and Sun Juice two separate brands but social media 
content is similar → need to clarify brand architecture

Aaker (2002): Brand Relationship Spectrum

Our suggestion

1. Sun Juice is a subbrand of Sun Smoothie Bar
2. Both subrand and master brand have driver roles
3. Practical implications: shared visual identity and social 

media channels, own brand names and logos



Four pillars of integrated marketing communications

Kliatchko (2008)



1. Stakeholders - target customers

Inside stakeholders

- employees

Outside stakeholders

- customers
- consumers
- retailers
- suppliers

Typical customer

Person in her late twenties, who describes herself as an 
extrovert hedonist with a positive attitude. Typically she is 

enjoying her juice for the lunch or in the afternoon. 

→ Who we target?

- Young minded
- Positive life attitude
- Health conscious
- Hedonic



2. Content- Positioning map

Sporty
Physical health

Serious
Cool

Playful
Energetic

Spiritual
Mental health



2. Content - Brand core message

Brand should focus on communicating feelings and enjoyable 
moments in order to differentiate themselves from their 
competitors.

Core associations: positive life attitude, joyful, relaxed, 
brightness, easy-going, fresh, delicious, healthy, 
wellbeing, funny, energetic, playful, Finnish 



2. Content - Brand core message

Current slogan: "Smart people drink real juice"

New slogan: Sun mehu. Sun fiilis. (“Your drink. Your 
feeling.) 

Playful slogan, in Finnish (in line with rest of the 
communication), easy to apply to new campaigns and products

Hashtag #sunmehu



2. Content - Renewed visual identity

logo change → more modern, fresher,
consistent, still playful



Illustration of renewing visual identity
---



3. Channels

Offline:
Retail stores (bottle labels)
2 own stores: Sun Smoothie Bar
Promotion stands

Online:
Facebook
Instagram

Own webstore: SEO
Google adwords 
Youtube
Bloggers
Email newsletters

Important to pursue an omnichannel strategy and create integrated 
shopping experience for a consumer (Rigby 2011)



4. Results - Measuring

Different campaigns should be based on defined goals and 
measured with pre-defined metrics

Rigby (2011): omnichannel strategy requires holistic sales 
metrics

Sales in both online and offline channels
Engagement rate = amount of likes, comments, shares
Click-through rate = customers opening the link to web store
Conversion rate = sales gained through social media adverts



Campaign Examples



“Sun kesäfiilis” -campaign

Goal: gaining awareness for Sun Juice and cold pressed juices, 
enhancing new positioning

● Campaign slogan: Sun mehu. Sun kesäfiilis. 
● Promoting in summer festivals and events in a funny way
● Encouraging consumer to create content, e.g. pictures in 

Instagram with hashtag #sunkesäfiilis
● Participants will be rewarded with small gifts and draws
● Supporting content and materials in relevant channels

 



Friend campaign

Goal: increase the awareness and information about Sun Juice 
products and webstore, increase the sales of webstore using WOM

- After ordering Sun Juice, online customers have a chance 
to send a free small bottle (or discount) to a friend



Thank you! Q&A
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